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Take for example the municipality of Holguín that has had to take on

the challenge with same quantity of workers - whose staff is

incomplete - and without the necessary technical means to print the

official documents for varied services given.

For that reason, the workers of Housing thank other entities that have

lent them some PCs and printers - so needed technical means to help to

speed up work.

So said Legal Graduate Carlos Antonio Pino Borrego, legal deputy

director of the entity, who highlights the workers’ dedication to

their job, and who worked hard on the high number of applications amid

the battle against Covid-19.

It was disclosed that during the first three months of the year alone,

the working demand got duplicated, as they are receiving an average of

40 daily claims, every Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday.

Pino Borrego also said that such amount may grow if lawyers come with

more application, which is a viable way to channel petitions.

He also explained that Housing is in charge of other matters like the

solution of illegal occupation of houses and when cessation of

coexistence comes to an end.

This last step goes faster when the final destination of a person

would take place within the same jurisdiction, but when it has to do

with other municipalities in the province, or any other part of the

country, the procedure takes a longer time, meanwhile the people

claiming will have to wait for a solution of the case.

It is known that the work of Housing does not yet meet the people’s

needs, but its workers, in spite of not having all the staffers

needed, and all the necessary technical means, they make an effort on

such a sense, therefore expect for the population's understanding.
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